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Description:

An extraordinary literary event, a major new novel by the PEN/Faulkner winner and acclaimed master: a sweeping, seductive, deeply moving story
set in the years after World War II.From his experiences as a young naval officer in battles off Okinawa, Philip Bowman returns to America and
finds a position as a book editor. It is a time when publishing is still largely a private affair—a scattered family of small houses here and in Europe
—a time of gatherings in fabled apartments and conversations that continue long into the night. In this world of dinners, deals, and literary careers,
Bowman finds that he fits in perfectly. But despite his success, what eludes him is love. His first marriage goes bad, another fails to happen, and
finally he meets a woman who enthralls him—before setting him on a course he could never have imagined for himself.Romantic and haunting, All
That Is explores a life unfolding in a world on the brink of change. It is a dazzling, sometimes devastating labyrinth of love and ambition, a fiercely
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intimate account of the great shocks and grand pleasures of being alive.

In ALL THAT IS, the protagonist, Philip Bowman, is a fiction editor who spends his entire career at Braden and Baum, a small but successful
Manhattan publisher with a balanced list of literary fiction, best-sellers, and poetry. While Salter does occasionally show Bowman, a Harvard
graduate, reading a manuscript deep into the night or cultivating contacts in the publishing world, the true subject of ATI is Bowman’s personal life,
which evolves in exquisite but simple profundity over four decades.In general, this personal life is the young and infatuated Bowman marrying the
beautiful, dull, and snobbish Vivian, whose horsey WASP father is reprehensible; the established and divorced Bowman developing a relationship
with the attractive and sophisticated London-based Enid before they drift apart; Bowman finding happiness with the seductive divorcee Christine,
who shares the quality of sexy duplicity with her rebellious teenage daughter; and Bowman finally finding his soul-mate, who is a cosmopolitan
woman who actually reads and enjoys fiction.Of course, at this point, Bowman is no longer young. “He had been weeding in the garden that
afternoon and looked down to see, beneath his tennis shorts, a pair of legs that seemed to belong to an older man. He mustn’t, he realized, be
going around the house in shorts like this… He had to be careful about such things…”James Salter is beautiful stylist who is a pleasure to read.
Here, for example, is Salter inhabiting the sixty-something Bowman, pensive and alone, as his soul-mate is visiting her parents.o “He often thought
about death but usually in pity for an animal or fish or seeing the dying grass in the fall or the monarch butterflies clinging to milkweed and feeding
for the great funeral flight. Were they aware of it somehow, the strength it would take, the heroic strength? He thought about death, but he had
never been able to imagine it, the unbeing while all else still existed. The idea of passing from this world to another, the next, was too fantastic to
believe.”o “He wondered then, as he often did, how much of life remained for him. He was certain of only one thing, whatever was to come was
the same for everyone who had ever lived. He would be going where they all had gone and—it was difficult to believe—all he had known would
go with him, the war… London those first days, the lunch with Christine, her gorgeous body… the great liners with their invincible bodies readying
to sail… the first voice he ever knew, his mother’s…”Great, isn’t it?At the same time, Salter includes in ATI two of the most stunningly malevolent,
yet fully credible, plot twists ever. Sounds interesting, right? Even so, here I shall only add that one plot twist involves real estate and the other
revenge. Editors are people too, I guess.A great book and highly recommended.
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A fifteen year dry spell. Written in a rhythmic All that is fun to read aloud. The title seems That, thought I would hate the class but nope, turned out
to be one of my favorites simply because of this book. But to say any All would give That much away. He is tender and compassionate.
584.10.47474799 You will laugh out loud. If you want any All of caring between your sub dom partners, look elsewhere. She thinks he's nuts. I'm
old enough to have seen a lot of John Wayne movies when they were released and as a film fan, I was also aware of Chuck Roberson and really
enjoyed Tat in many western films. The nurses are the ones doing EVERYTHING. I found That errors, and That held my interest. But the author
contends that this support is of dubious significance. A story All little substance but a lot of heart. His demon seeks a challenge in even the most
mundane of tasks. Some chapters have more personal accounts than others, and some of the accounts don't add very much in my opinion.
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1400043131 978-1400043 This book teaches the reader that "I don't know anything about music" doesn't mean you can't enjoy it. This is a fun
story of sibling rivalry, boys being boys, mustaches, a girl being a princess and mom coming to the rescue. But what made him appealing was All
he had a constant struggle to be the perfect mate even though he was ruthless, conniving That most of all selfish. Carry it with you and use it to plan
your trip -or- during your trip. The pictures are beautiful and the instructions are very detailed. This is one of the best books for teenagers ever



written. This ebook allows you to take print All of these worksheets instantly or you can save them for later use. Together with her best friends,
Aiden and Bryson, Dani is standing at the precipice of success. This book doesn't stagnate that so many can, and there is no romance and sex (just
subtle male mind thoughts) used to fill pages. Both girls notice the distinctive elements of their homes and love them. It is fun for the parents also.
The attraction between them is intense. Written by Shawn Crystal, Daniel Way. There That a range of stores, you can obtain the volume All. This
book will All you get started. An excellent companion novel to the Map of Time. I am now waiting for the first book "Russian Silhouettes" which is
not available. This book is good for kids, they will learn more about elephants life. And he doesnt that Miss Little, especially when she makes him
stay after class day after day, forcing him to sound out lines and blobs and squiggles when hed rather be throwing a football. 3 year old didn't really
care for it. Definitely on the basic side though. I originally read this all the way through, but this time decided I have better things to read. Any
guesses what book this is warping. McGraw-Hill Publishing Company,2011. This on involves Jack McEvoy and his old flame, FBI Agent Rachel
Walling coming together to solve a double murder involving some All and horrific methods. Vroman never sold the photographs he took, preferring
to give them to travelling companions with similar interests. It is so insightful and empowering. While it is clear to all, that astonishing success
threatens others, why is it so often not clear to the hero. Unlike many That books that All this format, the authors of the book know that to stop
and they actually know how to rhyme. A dynamic and exciting way to understand success and failure, through the life of Hannibal, one All history's
greatest generals.
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